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Abstract: Nowadays, commercial transactions and customer reviews are part of
human life and various business applications. The technologies create a great
impact on online user reviews and activities, affecting the business process. Cus-
tomer reviews and ratings are more helpful to the new customer to purchase the
product, but the fake reviews completely affect the business. The traditional sys-
tems consume maximum time and create complexity while analyzing a large
volume of customer information. Therefore, in this work optimized recommenda-
tion system is developed for analyzing customer reviews with minimum complex-
ity. Here, Amazon Product Kaggle dataset information is utilized for investigating
the customer review. The collected information is analyzed and processed by
batch normalized capsule networks (NCN). The network explores the user
reviews according to product details, time, price purchasing factors, etc., ensuring
product quality and ratings. Then effective recommendation system is developed
using a butterfly optimized matrix factorization filtering approach. Then the sys-
tem’s efficiency is evaluated using the Rand Index, Dunn index, accuracy, and
error rate.

Keywords: Recommendation system; customer reviews; amazon product kaggle
dataset; batch normalized capsule networks; butterfly optimized matrix
factorization filtering

1 Introduction

The development of e-commerce and digital advancements [1] causes every product to be directly or
indirectly influenced by digital presence. The product user gives feedback [2] through a different medium
that helps to improve the organization’s function. The feedback or reviews play a vital role in business to
understand the customer acquirement and impressions. Several organizations have different types of
customer feedback, such as call logs, social media, and mobile apps [3]. The collected feedbacks are
essential to analyze for improving the business presence. Customers are continuously posting tons of
feedbacks, reviews, complaints, and advice in their business portal [4]. Therefore, reading and
understanding these comments is a difficult and time-consuming task. In addition to this, the feedback
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has changed in terms of quality and quantity; so, review analysis [5] is a challenging task in business. If the
customer gives the feedback in rating form, it can be easily analyzed, but the text best reviews are challenging
issues. Then the machine learning (ML) [6] and Natural Language Processing (NLP) [7] are then applied in
the field to get the different emotions from the textual feedback. The NLP analysis helps to understand the
negative and positive feedbacks using the topic modeling (TM) [8]. The topic modeling is an effective
statistical model that helps identify the topics [9] that appeared in the document. The TM discovers the
document’s hidden patterns and identifies the frequent text presences in the document or feedback
[10,11]. This process groups similar words and balances the document analyzing process. However, the
influence of fake customers gives fake reviews [12] that affect the company’s reputation and product.
The fake reviews are mostly like the trust review; therefore, the fake reviews [13] are difficult to identify.
The fake reviews are written in normal type, linguistic style, and length, which is tricky to recognize by
normal users.

To reduce the bad reviews, fake feedbacks, and bad impressions, it has to be recognized instantly. With
the development of techniques, 95% of people purchase the products according to user reviews, ratings, and
feedback—the complexity in manual review analysis is avoided by creating the automatic review analysis
system [14]. The automatic system uses the opinion mining concepts because it includes several
techniques like data mining, text mining, artificial intelligence, and machine learning [15]. These
techniques help to derive human thoughts, ideas, and patterns from the unstructured text. The opinion
mining concept utilizes the rule and learning-based analysis that helps to maximize the customer review
analysis and minimize the computation complexity [16]. Here, emotion, fine-grained, aspect, and intent-
based approaches effectively derive negative and positive comments successfully. However, the main
problem of existing technologies is giving inadequate accuracy, failure to perform perfectly in different
domains, insufficient labeled data affecting the system’s performance, and difficulties in complex sentence
computations. In addition to this, the long sequence reviews are consuming more time and create
complexities.

This work introduces batch normalized capsule networks with an optimized matrix factorization filtering
approach to overcome these issues. The normalization technique effectively works on the collected data by
reducing the overfitting issues. The neural network uses the learning patterns that resolve the unlable related
data issues and maintains the truthfulness against the fake review.

Then the rest of the paper is manipulated as follows; Section 2 analyzes the various researcher’s analyses
in customer review analysis. Section 3 evaluates the working process of batch normalized capsule networks
with an optimized matrix factorization filtering approach based on review analysis. Section 4 discusses the
efficiency of the introduced system and the conclusion derived in Section 5.

2 Related Works

YousefKilani et al. [17] recommended the genetic algorithm with neighborhood technique to develop the
hybrid recommendation system. This system collects the data from CiaoDVD, FilmTrust, and MovieLens,
processed by the neighborhood collaborative filtering approach. The method computes the latent factor for
every item, and the most preferred products are grouped. The searching process is optimized by applying the
genetic algorithm that improves the overall clustering rate with minimum computation complexity.

Katarya et al., 2016 [18] developed the recommendation system using the particle swarm optimized
collaborative filtering technique. This system aims to reduce the computation complexity by applying the
division and classification method. Here, the K-means clustering algorithm is applied for similar grouping
customers. The clustering process is further improved by applying the particle swam characteristics. This
process helps identify the most relevant purchasing item of the user that is used to create the optimized
recommendation system. Yi. et al., 2020 [19] created the machine learning technique-based customer
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sentiment analysis system for improving business growth. The system is developed according to user
experience, and the review information is gathered from unified computing systems. The gathered data is
visualized by applying a machine learning technique that recognizes the customer reviews upto 96%
accuracy with a 0.6 error rate. To create an effective recommendation system, Maleki Shoja et al.,
2020 [20] applied a deep neural network on customer reviews. This system aims to analyze the
unstructured and huge volume of data with minimum complexity. Here, the data is collected from
Amazon.com, which is processed by the Latent Dirichlet Allocation process. The method extracts the
features from the review by eliminating the ambiguity, redundancy, and sparsity issues. The deep learning
technique executes the extracted features, and the matrix factorization is applied to form the cluster. The
successful utilization of latent factors improves the overall system’s accuracy.

Smetanin et al., 2019 [21] analyze the Russian product reviews using convolution neural networks. This
work creates the training set according to the top-ranked reviews and sentiment lexicons. The extracted
features are processed by a multiple-layer convolute network that helps to predict the new reviews
effectively. This system minimizes the deviation errors and improves the overall accuracy up to 75.45%.
Hussain et al., 2020 [22] recommend a linguistic and spammer-based behavior model to detect spam
reviews. This system solves the spam behavior prediction problem and creates the attention of the
researchers using the behavior model. The model extracts the features from the linguistic reviews that the
behavior model processes. The method computes the user reviews up to 93.1% of accuracy compared to
the existing models.

Zhang et al., 2020 [23] developed the multiclassification model’s e-commerce sentiment review analysis
system. This system uses the directed weight model that identifies the relationship between the vocabulary
and attributes. According to the relation, a directed graph is created, which helps to identify the similarity
between the nodes. The computed similarity values are more useful to predict the sentiment and
expressions with good accuracy. According to the various researcher’s opinions, the customer review
analyze is played a major business. Several machine learning techniques are applied to predict the user
reviews because the fake review influences the business growth. Although, existing techniques fail to
identify the truthfulness of review with minimum classification problems. Therefore, in this work,
optimized techniques are applied to reduce the difficulties and discuss research issues. The detailed
working process of the introduced system is defined below section.

3 Batch Normalized Capsule Networks Based Customer Review Analysis

The good and best reviews help to maximize the business progress and sales rate because peoples are
interested in purchasing their product via the ratings. With techniques, customers have influenced the
business and created a bad impression on a specific product. The automatic systems are failing to predict
the review trustfulness due to the minimum training patterns. The length of the reviews also affects the
quality of the review and creates complexity while predicting false reviews. Then the main intention of
this study is to maximize the false review prediction accuracy with minimum computation efforts.
Therefore, this work utilizes optimized techniques such as batch normalized capsule networks and
butterfly optimized matrix factorization filtering approaches to create an effective recommendation system.

Materials and Methods

These three datasets are utilized to examine the introduced system efficiency as given in Tab. 1. The
effectiveness is measured in how effectively the system resolves the maximum error-rate classification
and computation complexity issues. This work applies batch normalized capsule networks with an
optimized matrix factorization filtering approach to resolve the existing issues. Then the overall working
process of customer review analysis structure is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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The customer review analysis framework intends to minimize the computation complexity and
maximize the computation speed. This is achieved by applying the batch norm process that normalizes
the capsule network layers by re-scaling and re-centering the inputs. The normalization process resolves
the internal covariate shift problem, i.e., network activation function distribution changes. This problem
occurred because of the changes in network parameters during input training. The changes in learning
parameters reduce by incorporating the butterfly optimization algorithm because it only smoothens the
network objective function. The normalization is performed in the training set that fixes the inputs via
computing variance and mean value. The normalization is done as mini-batch(B) processing.

Let, (B) is the size of m applied on the training set; for normalizing mean μB and variance r2B is
calculated.

lB ¼
1

m

Xm
i� 1

xi (1)

Table 1: Dataset information

S.No Dataset name Source Description

1 The Amazon
customer
review dataset

https://www.kaggle.com/
datafiniti/consumer-reviews-of-
amazon-products

Total reviews-34000, Fake reviews-10,500,
Average review of the product−4.13, Amazon
verified information −55.7% and the average
length of the review−86.5 (words)

2 Drug Review
dataset

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
datasets/Drug+Review+Dataset+
%28Drugs.com%29

215063 reviews and six attributes (drug name,
categorical, review, date of the review, and
useful count. 25% of data used for testing and
75% as the training dataset

3 YelpZip
Dataset

http://odds.cs.stonybrook.edu/
yelpzip-dataset/

608589 reviews are presented.
260277 reviewers review 5044 reviews.
23.91% of spammer reviewers are recognized
by 13.22% of filers.

Figure 1: Customer review analysis framework
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r2B ¼
1

m

Xm
i¼1
ðxi � lBÞ2 (1a)

The computed (1) and (1a) is calculated for every layer l with d dimensional inputs x = (x(1), x(2),…x(d)).
Therefore, the normalization (re-scaling and re-centered) should perform on each input individually, Eq. (1b).

x̂ðkÞi ¼
xðkÞi � lðkÞBffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rðkÞ

2

B

q
þ E

(1b)

The re-centered and re-scaling of input x̂ðkÞi is estimated from the mean lðkÞB and variance rðkÞ
2

B ; where i∈
(1, m). This computation utilizes the E small constant value to maintain the system stability. Suppose the
calculation does not have E value, then lðkÞB ¼ 0 and rðkÞ

2

B ¼ 1. Network power is restored after
normalizing the network layer via the network learning process Eq. (2).

yðkÞi ¼ cðkÞx̂ðkÞi þ bðkÞ (2)

Here, the network output is calculated yðkÞi via the mathematical operations of re-centered input x̂ðkÞi with
network parameters (γ(k) −weight, β(k) − bias). At last, the normalization process is represented in terms of

BNcðkÞ;bðkÞ : x
ðkÞ
1;;...:m ! yðkÞ1;;...:m. For every input, xðkÞ1;;...:m the output yðkÞ1;;...:m is generated using the batch

normalized network parameters. Then the computed yðkÞi is transferred to the next layer

yðkÞi ¼ BNcðkÞ;bðkÞ ðxðkÞÞ and the normalized output stays on the internal layer to the current layer. The batch

normalization process has differentiable operations that reduce the gradient loss by using the chain rule.
As said, the output is computed according to the activation function and gradient value. Hence, the
derivate of the output @l

@yðkÞi

is calculated concerning the choice of the activation function.

@l

@x̂ðkÞi

¼ @l

@yðkÞi

cðkÞ

@l

@cðkÞ
¼

Xm
i¼

@l

@yðkÞi

x̂ðkÞi

@l

@bðkÞ
¼

Xm
i¼

@l

@yðkÞi

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;

(3)

As said, the derivative of the normalized value should compute when optimizing the network parameters
Eq. (3a)

@l

@rðkÞ
2

B

¼
Xm
i¼1

@l

@yðkÞi

ðxðkÞi � lðkÞB Þ �
cðkÞ

2
ðrðkÞ2B þ EÞ

�3
2

� �

@l

@lðkÞB

¼
Xm
i¼1

@l

@yðkÞi

�cðkÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rðkÞ

2

B þ E
q þ @l

@rðkÞ
2

B

1

m

Xm
i¼2
ð�2Þ � ðxðkÞi � lðkÞB Þ

9>>>>=
>>>>;

(3a)

Here, the re-center and re-shaped values are obtained from the derivation of mean @l
@lðkÞB

and variance @l

@rðkÞ
2

B

. The

variance value is calculated from the deviation between the input value xðkÞi and mean value lðkÞB . This

computation uses the small constant ε along with the rðkÞ
2

B and network parameters γ(k). The calculation
helps to optimize the network process and improves the overall review analysis process. Similarly, the

mean derivative value is estimated by analyzing the network parameter γ(k), deviation rðkÞ
2

B , small constant
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ε and ðxðkÞi � lðkÞB Þ values. The input is processed in every input layer; therefore, input derivation values are
computed using Eq. (3b).

@l

@xðkÞi

¼ @l

@x̂ðkÞi

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rðkÞ

2

B þ e
q þ @l

@rðkÞ
2

B

2 ðxðkÞi � lðkÞB Þ
m

þ @l

@lðkÞB

1

m
(3b)

The training process backpropagates the values for every normalization process. Here, the normalized
value derivative @l

@x̂ðkÞi

is used to get the optimized input values @l
@xðkÞi

. The @l
@x̂ðkÞi

value is computed from Eq. (3)

with network parameters @l
@yðkÞi

cðkÞ. Then, mean @lðkÞB and variance rðkÞ
2

B derivatives are utilized with m size

mini-batch (B) normalization. The batch normalization in the capsule network process is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The capsule network examines the incoming inputs for classifying the customer review status. The
reviews are generally in the text format; it has been converted into the matrix format to be treated as an
image, in the generated matrix, row associated with word or token. The created matrix is 28 * 28, fed
into the convolution layer, which investigates the input with 256 kernels. The output is analyzed in the
ReLu activation layer of 9*9 size of 2 strides. Finally, the feature map tensor is computed with 6 * 6 *
256 for a single capsule in layer l. Hence the network uses around 6 � 6 256

8

� � ¼ 1152 lower level of
capsule. The computed output is fed into the normalization process defined in the above section. Here,

mean lðkÞB and variance rðkÞ
2

B Values are utilized to estimate the output in the learning process. For every

Figure 2: Batch normalization in capsule network framework
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capsule in layer l bias value is β(k) is zero, and the output is estimated by using the softmax activation function
(δ). The computed value is updated in every capsule ci← δ(β(k)). The output of li is transferred to next layer lj
(l + 1), and the output is estimated as si  

P
i

cijljjiÞ. Then capsule of the j layer should be computed as

vj  squash ðsiÞ. Therefore, the entire output is estimated as bðkÞij  bðkÞij þ ljji:vj. Once the loss
deviations are very low, the computed output is compared with the training set, and respective outputs are
derived. If the loss deviations are high, then the input derivatives are computed to re-calculate the input.
According to the output, the review status is predicted, and the customer ratings are further examined by
matrix factorization filtering to create the recommendation system. The method examines the inputs and
is divided into two lower-dimensional matrices to reduce the computation complexity. The formed results
are more useful to improve the product popularity identification and user preference. Here, user reviews
are investigated for generating the matrix according to user ratings. The matrix is generated in terms of
user and their items. The link between the user and their purchased items is referred to as the latent
factor. Therefore, ratings between the user and the items are computed using Eq. (4a)

R̂ ¼ HW
R̂ 2 Rusers�items

H 2 Rusers�latent factor

W 2 Rlatent factor�items

9>>=
>>;

(4a)

The overall prediction rating R̂ ¼ HW is computed for users∗items which is concerned in terms of
users∗latent factor and latent factor∗items. After that, the user purchased item rating is calculated as (4b)

~rui ¼
Xn factors

f¼0
Hu;f Wf ;i (4b)

Here, the latent factor is estimated from the frequent or top reviewed product, which helps to improve the
recommendation quality. As said here, the overfitting issues are resolved by applying the normalization
process. During the user and items related preference identification process, the searching is improved by
applying optimization techniques. This is achieved by applying the butterfly optimization algorithm. The
algorithm works according to the fragrance fr and stimulus intensity (SI). These characteristics are
utilized to select the objective function and network parameters (γ(k) −weight, β(k) − bias) updated. The
fragrance value of each network parameter is estimated using Eq. (5a)

fr ¼ smSIe (5a)

These parameters are calculated using sensory modality sm and exponent modality e. The computed values
are from 0 to 1. After that, network parameters are searched locally and globally.

bitþ1u ¼ bitu þ ðrnd2�h� � bituÞ�fru (5b)

For every iteration, the global solution is gotten from bu the butterfly moves, and the current best
solution is identified as Eq. (5c)

bitþ1u ¼ bitu þ ðrnd2�bitv � bitwÞ�fru (5c)

The Eq. (5c) is indicated as the local search part of the BOA. Where bitv and bitw are v-th and w-th butterflies
from solution space. If bitv and b

it
w Butterflies belong to the same swarm, and rnd is a random number between

the range [0,1] then the Eq. (5c) becomes a local random walk. Based on these procedures, the network
parameters are updated continuously. The working process of the capsule network and the recommending
process is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Then the recommending problem is overcome by minimizing the matrix factorization objective function
defined in Eq. (6).

argmin H ;W k R � R̂ kF þa k H k þb k W k (6)

Here, the network errors such as maximum error-rate classification problem, recommending problem,
and stability issues are resolved by applying the optimized intelligent techniques. Further, the network
overfitting problem is overcome using natural language processing approaches. These approaches have
fine-tuned the inputs that maximize the review analysis accuracy. The user feedbacks are represented in
many formats such as text, ratings, audio, and video. The original format consumes high computation
complexity and time. Therefore, the unwanted information should be removed by performing token
splitting, inflection removal, and stemming process. Initially, unwanted symbols like “,?,!” were removed
from the feedback, which reviewed the status analysis process. Then reviews are checked in terms of
URL because most of the fake reviews come from this category.

This root word is derived from the comment, which reduces the computation complexity and overfitting
issues. The PoS() function is applied to the comment to get the parts of speech such as singular, adjective,
verb, adverb, noun, and plural. Afterward appearance of words in the comment should examine to improve
the review status analysis. The term frequency is computed using Eq. (7).

Figure 3: Recommendation system framework
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tf ðwoi; rejÞ ¼ number of times woi occurs in the search query rej
total number of words in rej

(7)

In Eq. (7), the word appeared the number of times is denoted as woi in the review rej and the entire
amount of word presented in the review is represented as tf(woi, rej). The term frequency is further
formulated using log normalization, which is performed using Eq. (8)

tf ðte; rÞ ¼ 1þ log fte;r (8)

In Eq. (8), te is the frequency of text appearing in review r.

After, the inverse document frequency of the word is estimated to identify the word is appears in
repeated mode or rare mode in the review. The IDF is estimated as follows.

idf ðr; DÞ ¼ log
jDj

fr 2 D: te 2 Dg (9)

In Eq. (9), |D| is the total number of reviews in the dataset {r∈D:te∈D} is represented as the number
(count) of reviews that contains the word te. If the estimated IDF value is greater than 0, the TF-IDF is formed
as using Eq. (10).

tfidf ðte; r; DÞ ¼ tf ðte; rÞ � idf ðr; DÞ (10)

According to this computation, rarely appeared word is identified from the inverse document frequency
value. If the word appeared in every review, it has 0 value else 1. The frequent appeared words are relevant to
positive review and abnormal or rarely appeared words are negative. The computed information is given
as input to the optimized capsule network that predict the review status effectively. Thus, the process
reduces the overfitting issues successfully. The introduced system resolves the noise-related difficulties,
normalization-based difficulties, and maximum error-rate classification problems completely. The
effectiveness of the system evaluated using experimental results and analysis.

4 Results and Discussions

The effectiveness of the batch normalized capsule networks with optimized matrix factorization filtering
approach (BNCN-OMF)-based customer review analysis is illustrated in this section. Here, three datasets
such as Kaggle dataset, Drug review, and Yelpzip dataset information are utilized to investigating the
introduced BNCN-OMF system excellency. The gathered reviews are analyzed by applying Natural
language Processing toolkit that extracts the frequent of words and root words. The collected data is split
into training (80%) and testing (20%) dataset which improves the overall review analysis. Initially, the
batch normalization process applied on every layer in the capsule network which helps to reduce the
overfitting and internal covariate shift problem. The continuous prediction of network parameter
derivatives helps to minimize the issue and improve the prediction rate. After that, user-item relation and
preference is computed to create the recommendation system. Here, butterfly optimization algorithm
characteristics and functionalities improve the overall accuracy. The successful utilization of network
parameter, normalization procedure and updating process minimize the deviation and improve the overall
system’s performance. The maximum error-rate classification issue is examined using error rate metrics
which are computed as follows.

Mean Square Error rate ðMSERÞ ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1
ðyi � ŷiÞ2 (11)
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In Eq. (11), n is a total review in the dataset, yt is estimated output and ŷ and predicted output. The cross-
entropy value is calculated using Eq. (12).

Cross entropy lossðCELÞ ¼ �
XM
c¼1

yo;clogðpo;cÞ (12)

In Eq. (12), M denoted as a review of the product

O-the observed value of the specific review,

P-observation of o, probability value during the prediction. Then the likelihood loss value is computed
as follows.

likelihood loss ðLLÞ ¼ � 1

n

Xn
i¼1

logðŷðiÞÞ (13)

In Eq. (13), n-number of class, y is output. The introduced system effectiveness is evaluated using three
dataset and the obtained results are illustrated in Tab. 2. The obtained results are compared with the existing
researcher’s work such as [17,18,19] and [20] are compared with the introduced technique called the batch
normalization deep learning network with ABC collaborative recommendation system (BNDNN-ABCRS)

Tabs. 2 and 3 illustrated that the error rate value of batch normalized capsule networks with optimized
matrix factorization filtering approach (BNCN-OMF) based customer review analysis. Here, the method uses
the normalization-based network parameter updating process. The normalization process computes the mean
and standard deviation value for every inputs. The successive computation of these parameters

x̂ðkÞi ¼ xðkÞi �lðkÞBffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rðkÞ

2

B

q
þe
reduces the deviation between the actual and computed output value. The minimum error

value directly indicates that the maximum recognition accuracy also reduces the maximum error-rate
classification problem effectively. The graphical evaluation is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Table 2: Error rate for data set 1 and data set 2

Methods Dataset 1 Dataset 2

MSER CEL LL MSER CEL LL

In [17] 0.0253 0.0302 0.0316 0.0265 0.0278 0.025

In [18] 0.0276 0.0254 0.0302 0.0254 0.0253 0.0232

In [19] 0.0243 0.0242 0.0276 0.0232 0.0212 0.0219

In [20] 0.021 0.0237 0.0257 0.021 0.020 0.0198

BNCN-OMF 0.0156 0.0198 0.020 0.019 0.0187 0.0165
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Table 3: Error rate for data set 3

Methods Dataset 3

MSER CEL LL

In [17] 0.0254 0.028 0.0265

In [18] 0.0234 0.0255 0.022

In [19] 0.0221 0.0223 0.0229

In [20] 0.0198 0.0201 0.0198

BNCN-OMF 0.0176 0.0197 0.0166

Figure 4: Error rate value of various datasets a) Amazon customer review dataset, b) Drug review dataset
and c) Yelpzip database
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Fig. 4 illustrated that the batch normalized capsule networks with optimized matrix factorization filtering
approach (BNCN-OMF) based customer review analysis. The method attains the minimum error rate while
classifying the truth and fake reviews from the various datasets. According to the figure, BNCN-OMF
approach has minimum error rate on three datasets ((dataset 1- MSER-0.0156, CEL-0.0198 and LL-0.02),
(dataset 2- MSER-0.019, CEL-0.0187 and LL-0.0165), and (dataset 3- MSER-0.0176, CEL-0.0197 and
LL-0.0166)). The obtained results are very low compared to the existing works. The BNCN-OMF

approach uses the re-centered and re-scaled x̂ðkÞi ¼ xðkÞi �lðkÞBffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rðkÞ

2

B

q
þe
information using lB ¼ 1

m

Pm
i�1

xi and

r2B ¼ 1
m

Pm
i¼1
ðxi � lBÞ2 which helps to normalize the input values. The effective utilization of small constant

ε helps to predict the output yðkÞi ¼ cðkÞx̂ðkÞi þ bðkÞ with minimum deviation error. Here, the

derivatives @l
@x̂ðkÞi

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rðkÞ

2

B þe
q þ @l

@rðkÞ
2

B

2 ðxðkÞi �lðkÞB Þ
m þ @l

@lðkÞB

1
m are utilized to reduce the maximum error-rate

classification problem effectively. The minimum error rate directly indicates that the system ensures high
recognition accuracy, and the obtained results are illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 illustrated that sensitivity and specificity value of the batch normalized capsule networks with
optimized matrix factorization filtering approach (BNCN-OMF). The method investigates the new
customer review according to the previously trained information with high accuracy value. As said, the
network parameters are updated according to the derivative values of the normalization parameters. This
process reduces the error rate. During the classification process, capsule network uses the effective kernel
value and weight updating procedure that causes to improve the overall recognition rate. The
effectiveness of the system evaluated on three datasets and the system obtained the high sensitivity value
and specificity value on all datasets. The obtained results are high compared to the other normal methods.
Here, every layer computes the output by using the activation function that has been evaluated for every
time. The computed value is updated in every capsule ci← δ(β(k)) and transferred to next layer lj ðl þ 1Þ
and the output is estimated as si  

P
i

cijljjiÞ. Then capsule of j layer should be computed as

vj  squash ðsiÞ. Therefore, the entire output is estimated as bðkÞij  bðkÞij þ ljji:vj. the effective updating
process and output computation procedure improve the review status identification rate. Then the
obtained results are illustrated in Fig. 6.

The above Fig. 6 illustrated that the accuracy of batch normalized capsule networks with optimized
matrix factorization filtering approach (BNCN-OMF) based customer review analysis system. The
method computes the output in every layer by normalizing the inputs using the derivatives of the mean
and standard deviation value. This process minimizes the overfitting issue and error-rate problem. Further
this process improves the network fine-tuning process by minimizing internal covariate shift problem.
The successive utilization of network parameters causes to improve the overall recognition accuracy (fake
and truth review) on all three datasets such as Kaggle dataset (98.9%), Drug review (99.27%), and
Yelpzip dataset (98.92%). The obtained results are high compared to the existing approach. The effective
recognition process helps to improve the overall recommendation system accuracy. The proficiency of the
recommendation system evaluated using rand index (RI) and Dunn index.
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Figure 5: Dataset 1 (a) Sensitivity and (b) Specificity; dataset-2 (c) Sensitivity and (d) Specificity; dataset-3
(e) Sensitivity and (f) Specificity
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5 Conclusion

Thus the paper analyzing the batch normalized capsule networks with optimized matrix factorization
filtering approach (BNCN-OMF) based customer review analysis system. This system gathers the
customer review from different datasets which processed by different procedures. Initially, the tokens are
removed by applying the NLP tool and frequent word; root words are computed. Then, the identified
features are investigated using the layer of capsule networks with respective kernel values. Every layer in
the network normalized according to the mean and standard deviation derivative values. This process
minimizes the overfitting problems while analyzing the input reviews. The continuous analysis, network
parameter updating, backpropagating and normalization process classifies the fake and normal reviews.
From that, user item preference is examined and generated effective recommendation system. The
performance of this searching is improved by butterfly characteristics. The created system achieves the
99.27% accuracy by reducing the maximum error-rate classification problem. The optimized feature
selection process is applied in future to improve the overall efficiency and reliability of the system.

Figure 6: (a) Dataset 1-accuracy (b)- Dataset-2-accuracy and (c) Dataset-3-accuracy
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